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The ‘Alternate SOM 1-01’
The following document has been provided by New York based researchers Clay and
Shawn Pickering. It was given to them in 2006 by their contact – a United States
Naval Officer - known publicly as “Source A”.
The document itself appears to be a retyped (or revised) version of the SOM1-01,
which was received by Don Berliner in 1994, and has been widely discussed within
the UFO community. This particular version was viewed and copied by “Source A” in
the mid-eighties, and contains numerous subtle differences.
Clay and Shawn Pickering have very kindly provided an extensive background, along
with notes from a recent interview with the source, which continues below:

“Source A”, Background and Discussions:
“It was during the annual celebration of New York's Fleet week of May 25
through the 30th of 2006, when I met our source. He is a Navy officer. His
first stint in the Navy began in the early seventies in Vietnam, where he saw
duty on various aircraft carriers. Subsequently, Source had been involved in
various NATO operations, served in the Gulf War I, and just recently
in Afghanistan in 2007. This gentleman is currently active and was unable to
retire his commission in the mid-eighties. This is because of his knowledge
and experience respective to the "Black World." We found this out just
recently, when queries were made to our source, concerning his military
career.
The specific of how we met our source has caused a great degree of
consternation on both sides of the fence. Neither side appears to believe
on the random nature of how we met. It was I (Clay Pickering), as a manager
of Sports Bar, who was tasked by the owner, whose brother's son is a Marine,
to offer all Navy and Marine personnel a complimentary beer in appreciation
for their commitment to our country. Needless to say, I was enthused at this
prospect. With that, I posted myself outside my establishment and proceeded
to invite the men and women in the services, especially the higher ranks, in
for a drink on the house. It was at this point that our source walked by my
place of work in his Navy summer whites with his commendations on his
chest; I seized this opportunity to ask him in for a beer. We had, at that point
in the evening, a few sailors and marines in the place when this gentleman
took a seat at the bar and ordered a round.
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He was the highest ranking officer who came into our establishment that
day. If memory serves me as being correct, it was Saturday, May 27, 2006
that the initial meeting took place--a culmination of 20 years of research
into the UFO/ET phenomena was about to pay off. My brother and I were not
disappointed.
My source and I began the conversation about his career in the service,
especially, Vietnam and its similarities with the Iraq war, and the prospects of
getting out. We also talked at length about the intelligence community and
anything political in nature. He was very comfortable and didn't appear
reticent to talk about such things that most people find difficult to broach,
especially such volatile issues as his background or the war in general.
As the conversation progressed, it was our source who asked me what
interests that I and my brother pursue. I told him that we centre our research
on what we think ties politics, both national and international, to the bigger
picture. I told him that we think the UFO/ET phenomenon is the sine qua non
to understanding how we govern ourselves in the modern era. It was at this
point our source visibly shot a look my way, which even today I shall never
forget. He took a moment and then asked me, "Have you ever been out
west?" I immediately knew what he was saying. I said, "Do you mean have
we ever been out to or near the Area 51 facility?" He said, "Yes." I told him
that, along with my two brothers, Sam and Shawn, I had been out to Rachel,
Nevada on two occasions. Our source then asked me if I believed ETs were
hostile or benevolent? My response was that I wasn't sure, yet I tend to
believe that ETs in general appear to be non-hostile. He agreed. I asked him
what do his military counterparts think? He told me that it is generally
understood at the Pentagon that ETs are not hostile. We did not talk about the
Greys at this point. Subsequently, our source feels that the Greys have their
own agenda, understood as not being beneficial to humankind. We talked
awhile more until our source had to go. I asked if he would be around again
so that my brother could meet him? He said that he lives in the area and that
he would be delighted to meet up in the future. I gave him my schedule,
the days I worked, and told him that my brother is usually around on
Saturdays and Mondays. We shook hands and I thanked him for his candor on
such a volatile subject.
It was about a week or two later that our source stopped by my
place. Needless to say, I was excited he came back, but unfortunately my
brother wasn't around to meet him. We continued our discussions on various
topics including the UFO/ET issues. Much of our source's information on this
subject was general and I didn't want to get into any specifics, until such time
my brother Shawn could be present.
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This eventuality soon happened. Over the following period of about month, my
brother and I continued to meet with our source. It was around this time our
guy ask me if I was aware of a program, by the military, for the recovery of
crashed ET technology and extraterrestrials. I told him that I was aware of
this program through the work of Dr. Robert Wood's research and Stanton
Friedman's book.
Moreover, I knew these two researchers' information came about, in part,
because of a 35mm film reel sent to UFO researcher Don Berliner in 1994 by
an unknown source. Subsequently, I found out our source was not aware of
this disclosure, although at the time I thought he was aware. The fact that our
source was not aware of another release of this document (earlier version,
though) certainly colored my reaction at the time. Moving along, it was a
week later that our guy came back to my place and produced a photocopy of
what I thought was the same SOM1-01 document that had been posted for
some time. It was at this point that our source told me that this document was
photocopied by him in the early eighties. He reiterated this to me a couple of
times through the course of the evening. As I've said, it still wasn't a big deal
to me, because I thought that our source was aware of the Berliner
document. Amazingly, my brother and I discovered that our source's
document had some subtle differences compared to the 1994 version. It has
been analyzed and confirmed by Dr. Robert Wood at least three times that
there are indeed some slight editing differences compared to the 1994
document. Our source was not only unaware of the Berliner document, but
he certainly was unaware that his document possessed subtle
differences. Below is our interview with our source about how he obtained the
early eighties SOM1-01 for the Recovery and Disposal of Extraterrestrial
Entities and Technology.
It is important to note that we have gone over his story countless times and it
has never changed. The only changes that have occurred are because of
specific details our source has remembered during the time we have known
him, which is over two years now. We have found our source to be honest,
trustworthy and with the integrity befitting the uniform.
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The Pickering brothers met with Source A; it was very
enlightening. Here are the background facts:
1) Source was engaged in a missile guidance and verification test in the
early 80's (Specific date is known, but shall not be disclosed).
Missile was launched from ***** to ***** (Specific launch area and target
area are known, but shall not be disclosed). Missile had over shot its failsafe
zone. Source, a Lt. in the United States Navy, along with 2 marines, were
tasked to retrieve missile. They drove 6 hours following the transmitting
signal (low level signal was used due to possible Soviet
monitoring). Source and the two marines ended up in Nevada in the desert,
off road (Tonopah Test Range): They were in a jeep. Although close to the
missile, they could not find it, because of the darkness. They decided to wait
until sunlight; they bedded down on top of the jeep. About 2 AM, there
was rush of wind. Thinking that it may be an incoming storm, all had
awoken. Looking up, a triangular object was seen. It was noiseless and had
a blue hue surrounding it. Source determined that it was a craft,
which moved in an extraordinary and unconventional way--descending in a
zigzag, step-like fashion. There was a red light and a green light at the craft's
edges, indicating conventional airframe characteristics. Source was
bewildered, but the two marines panicked. At that moment, Source calmed the
two marines, assuring them that the craft appeared to one of
ours. Source pointed up and stated, "Look, red for port, green
for starboard. It's ours!" The craft then ascended with great speed and
vanished from sight. About 5 minutes later, 2 F-15's raced overhead, 300 feet
above their position. Within 5 to 10 minutes the helicopters came. First,
an AH-64 helicopter flew over, and then two Black Hawks arrived.
2) Source and 2 Marines were transported by Black Hawk to a secure
facility A-51.
Source saw an extremely long runway. . There were 3 or 4 hangers.
Source and the two Marines had black bags put over their heads. They exited
the helicopter and entered hanger, walked into an elevator and
descended. Source felt he probably descended 200ft, because his ears
popped. For 3 days, Source was interrogated. He counted 3 different
interrogators. They were very polished and educated: They were midwesterners (" Fort Detrick types"). They executed varying tactics: from good
guy to bad buy. Sleep deprivation and harassment were used. During the
interrogation, Source denied everything. They even showed him a picture of
himself looking up at the unknown craft, when source was in the
desert. Source denied it was he who was looking up.
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From hindsight, Source felt he was lucky: He was drugged when he looked at
the picture. His skewed impression was actually, " Wow, that looks like me,
but it's not!" Despite being medicated, he followed his captivity training (Fort
Lewis) by denying any and all knowledge, and experience. The interrogators
tried to manipulate him by saying his captain at ******* facility could not be
reached. Source felt that was a lie. On the third day, the captain of ******
facility secured release.
3) Source A Leaves Facility
Upon leaving the secured facility, Source was handcuffed and taken into a
blacked-out windowed CH-47 Chinook helicopter, accompanied by 2 armed
guards. They flew south toward Nellis AFB and then west to ******.
4) Source A arrives at Base
Source arrived at ******* and went into captain's office. The captain told
Source that he was going to leave the office for awhile, making it obvious that
Source was welcomed to look at contents inside an open safe. When we asked
why the Captain breeched such security, Source stated that this was the
Captain's way of offering a perspective as to why Source was held for three
days, all the while maintaining the Captain's plausible deniability.
5) Source A sees SOM 1-O1
Source saw 4 manuals in safe. They were field manuals. The top manual was
in pristine condition. Source knew from experience that one should never look
at the top document. Moreover, he felt uneasy about disturbing the manuals,
especially any manual in pristine condition. He conveyed that when a pristine
book is open, it can never retain its original state. Source illustrated for us
that creases and finger oils are often left on documents that are
disturbed. Therefore, Source took 3rd manual from the top and made a copy
of it. This manual was quite worn, obviously from previous use. This is the
document which was copied. Source believed that the two manuals above the
third (the one chosen) were of a newer print. Also, Source noted that the
newer manuals had the DOD stamp on the covers, not the Department of War
stamp exhibited on the copied document, SOM 1-O1.
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6) The Captain came back into the room with a sullen resigned look, after
Source had copied the SOM1-01 document.
The Captain asked him what he drank: His Superior poured him a glasssized single malt scotch. It was at this point that source was told that he had
lost all of his security clearances; he was to be transferred within 30 days to
Washington DC; specifically, he was to be transferred to the State
Department. It was a reception-type, cushy job. Source was unhappy; he
knew he was being farmed out. His career as an Electronic Warfare
Specialist was effectively over.
7) 3 weeks later, the 2 marines were released from A-51 and arrived at
*********.
They were in a terrible state. They were bruised, had needle marks on their
arms, and were, in general, a "real mess." Source noticed that some of the
bruises on their arms were caused from needles being
improperly administered. Both Marines were immediately transferred. They
may have been sent home. Source is not sure where the two marines went.
8) Source got transferred to Washington D.C.
Once there, he made an affidavit at JAG headquarter at Falls Church,
VA. He started recounting his story and was stopped when A-51 was
mentioned. The Stenographer, a female, was replaced. This was by order of
the Commander. All the while, the Commander asked source multiple times
throughout the testimony if he really wanted to go ahead with the affidavit.
"Yes" was the answer every time. The new stenographer was a Chief Petty
Officer who our source believed held a higher security clearance. A Lt.
Commander and a Commander were present during the recording of the
affidavit. These 3 individuals signed and dated the affidavit. It was then
secured by safety tape and put into a safety deposit box, only to be released
upon sources death, or released on his volition. We feel source was bitter
over his loss of security clearances and was compelled to protect himself from
any possible reprisals in the future—hence, the affidavit.
--

Our source has reviewed this transcript and the testimony he gave during the
many conversations we've had on this subject. For obvious reasons, our
source cannot put his name on this account because of National Security
restraints and because he is currently an active member in the United States
Navy. However, our source stands by this transcript and has authenticated
that it is accurate and truthful. This transcript has been reviewed
and approved by our source on 10/13/2008. - Clay and Shawn Pickering”
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Preliminary Analysis by Dr Robert M Wood:
We also include the following preliminary analysis with kind permission from Dr
Robert Wood:
[Notes to Bob Wood: The SOM1-01 viewed at ******** was a slightly darker
khaki. It was slightly larger than your 6x8 version. It was not yellow. The
color was slightly darker than yours but, lighter than the Army Field Manuel
that source brought as a respective illustration. Source, will find the exact
color for us at a later date. The size of the SOM1-01 he copied was slightly
larger than your 6x8 and smaller than the Army's field manual, which was by
appearance 8x10. Probably around 7x9. The source showed us the print and
font of the Army field manual and it looks exactly like the SOM1-01
documents. If we come up with additional details or have overlooked
anything, we will contact you. - Respectfully, Shawn and Clay Pickering”]
“Dear Shawn and Clay, (and Source A),
I have done a cursory comparison of the SOM 1-01 writing with the copies of
the original photos from the film, and can say the following with confidence:
1. There is no new information in this version.
2. The cover page appears identical to mine.
3. It is a fairly careful copy of the original, as evidenced by the use of the
capitalized Kraft, and screw driver as two separate words, and First Aid as
initial caps.
4. During copying, there was no attempt to retain line length or ending words
each line.
5. Figure 2 was retyped with considerable precision.
6. The References were NOT copied from our replica, since AR 380-4 was the
first reference and this doc just has "-4". Similarly, the words at the top are
not shown.
7. On the other hand, there are a FEW careless errors in copying:
a.. The word "isolation" was left out of the footnote on Figure 17.
b.. The note at the end of Section 18 was not one point smaller type.
c.. The note at the beginning of Section 20 was not one point smaller
type either.
d.. In Section 26, a "sic" has been properly added after the word "are".
The original did not have this.
e.. In Section 27, the word "exception" has been made plural.
f.. There may be others, but I didn't check every word.
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If you wish, you can check them against the replica that I mailed to you. In
conclusion, your copy, reportedly seen and copied in the early 1980’s, was
almost certainly a re-typed copy of exactly the same original that I have
photos of, except that it contains only Figure 2. Since I am working from
multi-generational copies, I cannot confidently comment on the type font,
except to note that there are no "raised z's" as there were on mine in Section
12. It is consistent with Times New Roman. To try to match fonts, I would need
a high quality photographic copy of the best original available. But there is no
reason to think it would be particularly interesting. The Eisenhower Briefing
Document is similar to the copies I have. No reason for excitement here.
Thanks VERY much for sharing these pages. The significant thing would be
the testimony that they were seen and copied in the early-eighties by XYZ, with
a signed affidavit.
This would back up the time from 1994 (postmark 1994) by at least 10 years.
Cheers, Bob Wood”
[Editor’s Note: The above has been slightly altered in order to mask the exact time period, at the
request of “Source A”.]

One Additional Page.
It seems that the documents copied by "Source A" also included one additional page;
this is in fact an extract from the infamous 'Eisenhower Briefing Document' "Enumeration of Attachments" - and appears to be identical to the previous version. It
is included here, for the record, at the very end of this document.

A Note about Quality:
What follows are 19 ‘second generation’ photocopies of the documents provided by
"Source A", scanned at 300dpi (2550x3300), cropped and reduced to 600x1000
(approx), then transferred to PDF format.
-Note: We take a neutral stance with regards to the accuracy or provenance of this document and offer
it here on behalf of Clay and Shawn Pickering for research purposes. The United States Government
has stated that the classification: TOP SECRET / MAJIC EYES ONLY does not exist (officially).
- Open Minds Admin Team,
(October 2008)
© All rights reserved: Clay and Shawn Pickering 2008.

